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The gift
of YOGA

GIVE ONE OF YOUR STUDENTS A LIFE-CHANGING
GIFT THIS YEAR WITH A $200 VOUCHER OFF THE
NEXT DIPLOMA OF YOGA TEACHING COURSE.

‘‘

IYTA DIPLOMA OF YOGA TEACHING

$200 OFF THE 2022 COURSE*
TO:
FROM:

EXPIRY – USE BY January 31, 2022 Terms and conditions apply*: This voucher gives the
recipient $200 off the full cost of the DYT course starting February 12, 2022. One voucher limit per person
To redeem: complete the voucher and scan a copy to teachertraining@iyta.com.au

editorial
HOPEFULLY THIS ISSUE of International Light will give
you some new ideas, inspiration and comfort during this
challenging year. I think yoga has been a lifeline for us as
we’ve had to navigate a new way of delivering yoga classes,
mental health challenges and uncertainty.
Even if we don’t teach yoga, we can all benefit from the
philosophy and postures, pranayama and so much more
from our practice. In this issue, I traced as many of my fellow
students as possible from my Class of 2001 IYTA Diploma
of Yoga teaching. It’s hard to comprehend it’s been twenty
years since I listened to Wendy Batchelor explaining the
Gunas and Moina Bower ringing the bell to keep us on time!
Many of my classmates are still teaching and those that
aren’t have integrated the vast knowledge they learnt on the
course into their lives. The course has evolved and is even
better today – and so we are delighted to continue to offer
an $200 off the 2022 Diploma of Yoga Teaching course for
any of your students keen to expand their yoga practice or
start their yoga teaching journey (page 2).
And for guidance read Tanya Clark’s wonderful article
detailing how she made the transition from yoga student to
yoga teacher.
One of our current DYT students, Hannah Turner has written
a fabulous article celebrating the friendship of ‘yoga sisters’
Lesleigh Camm and Margo Hutchinson, plus we’ve got a
tribute to another very special yogi, Betsy Williams.
We’ve also got a cleansing Spring Practice from Rebecca
Lean and there’s a relaxation from yours truly, with the
chance to win two copies of my new book: Guided
Relaxation – your essential guide to creating calm.
Plus the amazing Astrid Pickup is moving on – having
fulfilled her four years as President – so please fill in our
voting papers on page 21-23 to ensure we continue to keep
the IYTA vibrant and connected to our community.
Finally please email editor@iyta.com.au to let us know if you
would prefer to receive your issue of the International Light
via digital or hard copy. Thank you!

Katie X
Editor,
the International Light
editor@iyta.com.au
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greetings
FROM THE PRESIDENT

THIS IS MY LAST REPORT AS PRESIDENT of
IYTA in International Light. What an interesting
time the last four years have been, eight if you
include my time as Vice President and Treasurer.
Under the stewardship of Mary-Louise Parkinson
(previous President), IYTA made same big changes
from 2013 to 2017. We centralised our accounts,
moved to a modern accounting package,
database and new website and held our fabulous
50 years celebration of Yoga Conference. As in
everything, nothing stays the same and in my
time as President from 2017 coming off the high
of IYTA’s Conference I settled in to keep IYTA on
the path of modernising.
Our Teacher Training moved from Dropbox to
a more modern platform of e-learning called
Moodle. From there we began to move our
major post grad courses to this platform and
continue to upgrade the syllabuses.
In 2019 we were blindsided by a major company
buying out the platform our new website and
database were designed on and announced it
would stop supporting it by 2021. Our committee
and myself began the search for a new platform
and settled on a Wordpress system. This went live
in 2020 and with most things technological has
not been the smoothest of processes but at least
it will be around for a long time (fingers crossed).
Of course in 2020 a pandemic swept across the
world and is still causing major disruptions. For
our Diploma of Yoga Teacher Training this meant
moving all the course online and we mastered
Zoom. One benefit has been being able to offer
more online workshops that are accessible to all of
Australia and overseas. We now hold all our COM
meetings via Zoom and it looks like our next AGM
will also have to be conducted through Zoom
4 International Light

due to COVID restrictions. Fortunately having
embraced modern technology in our courses
and website we were able to ‘go with the flow’
and adapt to these new situations.
Having spent eight years on the COM I have
had the utmost pleasure to work with such a
wonderful team of yogis and yoginis. So much
work is done in the background by such a
dedicated group of people and it has been an
honour to serve with these people. I have viewed
my time as part Seva to our yoga community as
well as being fortunate to have earnt a stipend. At
times I have struggled to step up and ‘be the face
of IYTA’ in official capacities but I hope I have done
so with poise. Public speaking has never been my
favourite part of the role but it is always good to
go beyond your comfort zone and I have learnt
much about myself in the role of President.
Thank you for your support in the past and I look
forward to IYTA continuing for another 50 years.
Namaste

Astrid

2019 AGM

WORLD CLASS YOGA TEACHER TRAINING - More than just the asana

2021 DYT Residential
Australian Yoga Ball 2018

Bridge Climb 2019
2020 NZ IYTA Conference with
NZ President Nicole Busbridge

Yoga Australia Conf 2018
2019 Wanderlust
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Yoga Sisters
Yoga has brought IYTA life members Margo Hutchison and
Lesleigh Camm an array of positivity and a lifelong friendship
BY HANNAH TURNER
‘We have always just been there for our
The duo recently caught up on the Gold Coast
yoga friends,’ Lesleigh said. ‘What fabulous
at one of Swami Saraswati’s retreats and agreed
memories of our journey we have shared.’
their friendship has been an incredible part of
their yoga journey.
While the two friends, now both in their
eighties, don’t get to catch up often Margo said
‘My dear friend Lesleigh must hold the
they both know they can still always count on
Australian record for her unbroken committee
each other.
longevity and dedication,’ Margo said. ‘She
willingly attended every committee meeting
‘She is my dear friend and yoga sister,’ she said.
or event in Brisbane for 40 years despite a
Turn the page to read
two-hour journey from
Lesleigh and Margo’s yoga
Toowoomba. Lesleigh and I,
‘We have always just
journeys.
and our partners, are close
in age so we have shared
been there for our
similar life experiences
yoga friends,’ Lesleigh
and enjoy a similar sense
of humour which sees the
said. ‘What fabulous
ridiculous side of
things, sometimes in
memories of our journey
inappropriate situations.’
we have shared.’
The pair, along with
other IYTA committee
members have organised
MEET
dozens of workshops, presentations and have
HANNAH
been roommates at various conventions in
This article
Singapore and Australia.
is written by
‘I have given her my viruses and she has
Hannah Turner who is a newspaper reporter
learned to put up with my snoring,’ Margo
in WA. Hannah is just beginning her yoga
laughed. ‘Lesleigh has been a vital role
journey and currently a student on the
model for me from the first time I saw her
IYTA’s Diploma of Yoga Teaching. She has
demonstrating postures so beautifully for
a passion for yoga and movement in all its
Swami Saraswati. She has a great sense of style
forms and hopes she can empower her
and with her youthful attitude and vibrant red
students to move fearlessly, to come back to
hair she always looks amazing.’
the present and feel good within themselves.
These two friends both received their life
Yoga has helped her throughout her life and
membership to the IYTA at the 2020 IYTA AGM
she said chatting with Lesleigh and Margo
for their tireless dedication to the organisation.
inspired her.
SPRING 2021
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Lesleigh’s
story
Lesleigh Camm is our current IYTA
Qld State rep and has been involved
with the IYTA since it was established
more than 50 years ago.
After struggling to fall pregnant and being told
she would never be able to have children, Lesleigh
stumbled across yoga 58 years ago. Now the
81-year-old is a mother to three children and
spends time with her grandchildren and great
grandchildren as often as she can.
‘How blessed am I to have travelled this fantastic
life changing journey,’ she said.
‘Yoga had given me so much to help cope with
three young babies.’
8 International Light

Throughout her yoga journey Lesleigh has
dedicated a large amount of her time to the IYTA as
a committee member - sometimes driving over
two-hours to meetings from her hometown in
Toowoomba.
Lesleigh said she is honoured to have received her
life membership to the organisation.
‘I was proud yet overwhelmed and grateful to
receive my life membership,’ she said. ‘I have been a
committee member for just about every year I can
remember.’
‘My patient husband would drive me everywhere
and we would sometimes camp out to get to a
venue early enough to meet up with committee
members to decorate and transform the venues.
‘We created magic I tell you,’ she said.
Becoming a yoga teacher to be able to give
back and share with others what had helped her,
Lesleigh lived through the era of fish net stockings,
leotards, and suspicion around yoga.
‘I taught in Mackay and then ran a large school in
Ipswich,’ she said. ‘I have taught through the highs
and the lows of yoga as new attractive practices
came and went, I just kept moving through. ‘The
biggest challenge was to have, splashed across
the front page of a local newspaper: “yoga is a
cult”. ‘During this time I held my head high as
yoga teachers changed their marketing to therapy,
however I stayed with yoga as I knew what I was
teaching was safe and sensible.
‘I think I still have a pair of fishnets and some
leotards.’
Now Lesleigh spends her days running her yoga
studio in Toowoomba and has done for the last
45 years and she said the majority of her studio’s
teachers are IYTA trained.
‘I just love spreading the teachings of yoga, it is
my joint love and passion, along with my family it
completes what I feel in my heart,’ she said.
‘I need yoga as much as it needs me, it makes me a
better person to be with.’
Having completed her training with Swami
Saraswati, Swami Gitananda Pondicherry, Dr. John
Mumford, IYTA and many others, Lesleigh went
on to mentor teacher trainees during her years of
teaching.
‘I have lost count of the number of teacher trainees
I have mentored, it must be 15 at least,’ she said.
‘I have met lovely lifelong friends and with other
committee members have travelled to conventions
overseas and all over Australia.
I really am blessed in my life. I don’t want to miss a
chance to make a difference in others’ lives. I have
loved it all.’

Margo’s
story
Margo Hutchison’s yoga journey
began nearly 60 years ago when she
and her mum went to a yoga class.
Agreeing to that 10-week yoga course in Brisbane
with her mother, Margo (then aged 25) had no
idea that it would be the start of a life changing
yoga journey.
A journey that led the now 83-year-old to not
only train as a yoga teacher but also receive life
membership to the IYTA.
‘That course was the first time in my life I had heard
the word yoga and my natural response was’ “what
on earth is yoga?’,’ she said.
‘But before the end of the course I had established
a daily practice.’
‘My husband used to tease me by telling people
“when I come in the door, I never know whether I
will be talking to her head or her feet.”
Margo is receiving life membership to the IYTA for
her continuous contribution to the organisation
and said she is thankful for all the
IYTA has given her.
‘I can say without doubt, that I have gained
more from IYTA than they have gained from me,’
she said.
‘Every day of my life I give thanks for being
guided to the path of yoga and to the IYTA.
What an absolute joy it has been to be part of this
wonderful organisation for so many years and
to see it develop into what it is now.’
‘It is an honour to have been awarded life
membership and to receive recognition in this
way at this stage of one’s life.’
Coming from humble beginnings in Townsville,
stumbling from a short office career to becoming
a nurse and living all over Australia and England,
Margo describes her discovery of yoga as what
guided her life and choices.
‘I learnt about the body through nursing
however yoga taught me the importance of body,
mind, and spirit,’ she said.
Her yoga teacher while living in Cairns, Marion
Moreland, asked Margo to take over her class for

eight weeks, a pivotal moment and the beginning
of a long and rewarding yoga career.
‘Feeling special and rather flattered I agreed,
unaware that this was to be a critical point in my
life,’ she said. ‘She must have seen something in
me that I had never recognised. When the day
came to take the first class I was prepared but felt
very nervous and vulnerable. I began by strictly
following my notes but within 10 minutes I put
them down and decided to wing it. I didn’t know it
then, but I had just taken a giant leap into my yoga
teaching future.’
Now, Margo runs weekly classes from her small
home studio and enjoys practising Pilates reformer
and ballet.
She said she has had many memorable moments
over her yoga journey, including climbing to
the top of Sri Meenakshi temple in Madurai and
chanting: “Aum” as the golden sun rose from the
horizon.
‘What a magical moment that was,’ she said.
‘There were some unforgettable moments in
some of my early classes, Margo recalls. ‘Some will
remember the fishnet stocking era...I had led the
class into the choking plough and was guiding
them back to Savasana when I noticed one of the
students with legs still over her head and arms
wrapped behind her knees.
‘A desperate voice said: ‘Margo “I’m stuck; my watch
is caught in my fishnet stockings”. ‘The poor
woman had forgotten to remove her watch!’
SPRING 2021
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SPRING
Yoga
Practice

To celebrate spring I’m sharing two yoga
practices and the cleansing practice:
Laghoo Shankhaprakshalana.
During my yoga teacher training, Cheree
Price introduced me to an intestinal cleanse or
Laghoo, which involves alternating between
rapidly drinking warm salty water and asana
practice to flush the digestive system and
recharge the entire pranic body.
During spring I enjoy teaching these five asanas,
with take home instructions for students who
would like to try the full cleanse with the comfort
of private facilities.
10 International Light

Reading from left to right, laghoo
shankhaprakshalana sequence. Spring routine
1. Please practice on an empty stomach.
I like to use a 500ml measuring glass filled
with warm water and a one level teaspoon
of salt per practice. I drink one measuring glass
rapidly and perform five asanas eight times
steadily and dynamically with the breath.
You can repeat the practice with one round of
water for eight rounds each of the five asanas in
sequence.

PHOTO CREDIT: MARCIN WIKLIK-ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

Traditionally, spring is all about cleaning, new life, hope –
and yogic cleansing! Here IYTA yoga teacher,
Rebecca Lean shares three practices

W O R L D C L A S S Y O G A T E A C H E R T R A I N I N G - M o r e t h a n j u sYtOtGh A
e aFsLaOnW
a
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Tadasana: Stand with the feet hip width apart,
interlace the fingers and on the inhale reach the
arms up, turning the palms up and raising the
heels. Exhale drop the heels down firmly eight
times (stretches the stomach and colon).
Tiraka tadasana: Stand with the feet splayed,
interlace the fingers and on the inhale reach the
arms up, turning the palms up, exhale side bend
to the right, inhale return to centre, exhale side
bend to the left, inhale return to centre, eight
times, (affects the small intestine and colon).  
Kati chakrasna: Stand with the feet splayed
apart, inhale raising the arms out shoulder height,
exhale rotate the torso to the right, the right hand
to the left side of the waist and the left hand on
the right shoulder. Inhale to centre and exhale
reverse the procedure, inhale return to centre,
eight times (massages the small intestine).
Tiryaka bhujangasana: twisting cobra, Inhale up
exhale turn to look at the left heel, inhale center,
exhale turn to look at the right heel, inhale centre,
exhale down, eight times (squeeze and massage
the large intestine).
Udarakarsana: Sit in squat pose lower the left
knee down to the ground, rotate the right knee
clockwise and anti-clockwise eight times. Repeat
on the other side, eight times (squeeze and
massage the large intestine).

THE BIRD AND THE BEE
Supine garudasana and bhramri breathing
Usually garudasana or eagle pose is practiced as
a standing/balancing pose as it is wonderful for
strengthening focus as well as the ankles and
calves, however this supine variation from David
Burgess is too good to keep as a secret.
The purpose of practicing garudasana in supine
is to move its focus from balancing into an
abdominal crunch, which increases agni: the
fire in the belly and the digestive system.  
As blocked emotions manifest at the abdominal
level, stimulating this area can undo vishnu
granthi and release the flow of energy on many
levels, particularly annamaya, pranamaya and
manomaya. This vitalising flow activates manipura
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chakra and apana, samana and prana vayus so is
powerful in stimulating assimilation, elimination
and directing and feeding energy into the four
other vayus.
This spring I have also chosen bhramari or black
bee breath, to calm the mind during stressful
times. It is also practical at the moment as three
bhramari hums can replace the chanting of Om
while Covid singing restrictions are in place.
I’ve been so grateful that bhramari has shown we
can still stimulate vishuddi chakra and make a bit
of noise together, even though I miss my Om.
Instructions:
With this variation of garudasana we want to
come out of our winter hibernation and move to
liberation, extroversion and positivity.
Begin in supine, knees bent, feet together. Wrap
the right leg over the left leg, the right foot will
rest on the calf of the left leg. Bring the arms up
parallel and cross the right arm over the left arm
above the elbow so you can bend the elbows and
bring the palms together, the left thumb rests at
the eyebrow centre point, the chetram for ajna
chakra.
On your exhalation draw the elbows and knees
together, inhale rest back down. Practice 6 times
and repeat on the other side.
Moving in to bhramari breath by finding your
preferred seated position. Soften the jaw, teeth
slightly parted and you use the index fingers to
close the flaps of the ears, elbows out at shoulder
height. Inhale and exhale a long, steady humming
sound that reverberates around the brain. Practice
11 rounds and move towards 21 in your personal
practice.

This article and the wonderful
illustrations are by IYTA yoga teacher,
Rebecca Lean who wishes our readers
health, safety and much warmth this
spring.
yogadoublebay
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Supine garudasana and bhramari breathing
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Seeking Stillness
This is a Centering script from a new book written by
Katie Brown: Guided Relaxation – your essential guide
to creating calm which is available from October 2021.

Stillness Centering
Sit or lie comfortably – sensing the shape and
feel of your body.
Take your awareness to your mind – witness
your mind.
Observe any residue from the day’s thoughts
and internal chatter…
Observe until the mental energy begins to
dissipate and dissolve…
PAUSE
When thoughts arise try not to get caught up
in the train of the thoughts… simply be aware
if there are thoughts.

Now imagine a lake – the stillness of the water
reflects the stillness of your mind. If thoughts
appear then see them mirrored as ripples or
perhaps splashes on the surface of the water.
Notice when the water is distressed in this way
it is difficult to see clearly. Aim to still the mind
so that you still the lake.
If you can aim to still the water until it is so calm
you can see the clouds reflected on the surface.
Spend a few moments observing the calm,
clear water of this lake – the surface reflecting
your mind. How refreshing it is to enjoy this
stillness. This stillness that enables you to think
and see clearly.
Notice how the calm waters of your mind
create a gentle ripple of relaxation through the
body.
Calm mind, slow breath, relaxed body
PAUSE
Slowly and gradually begin to ease yourself
out of your chosen position – bringing
awareness to your body by doing small intuitive
movements.

PAUSE

Perhaps have a little stretch and yawn – maybe
a gentle self-massage. When you are ready, sit
comfortably with your hands in Anjali Mudra
(prayer position) bowing your forehead to your
fingertips.

Notice if there are physical sensations attached
to your thoughts.

Katie’s book is available in ebook and hard
copy www.katiebrownyoga.com

No attachment, no judgment to your thoughts.
Sit with this until the mind slows…

PAUSE

14 International Light
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There are five centerings and 30 guided
relaxation scripts in the book, as well as an
easy-to-follow guide on how to do conscious
relaxation, restorative yoga poses and breathing
techniques.
The following is a centering on Stillness.
Centerings help to bring us back to a state of
equilibrium – feeling balanced and grounded
They can be done at any time – and usually
only take around five to ten minutes.

WORLD CLASS YOGA TEACHER TRAINING - More than just the asana

Guided Relaxation –
what people are saying
This book is a treat for the eyes, mind, body
and spirit.
An easy-to-follow guide, it includes relaxations
for the seasons, the chakras, the elements,
affirmations and visualisations to help issues
such as anxiety and insomnia, as well as a
section for children.
“I love this book! I will keep a copy in my
yoga teaching bag always.” Sarah Manning
“I thoroughly enjoyed Katie’s book! It is a gem!”
Marion Mugs McConnell,
Author and Yoga Teacher
This new Guided Relaxation book is
exactly what we all need to refresh and
renew our own practice and teaching
and to save us a lot of time! This could
definitely become the standard textbook
on relaxation practices for yoga teachers
in Australia and beyond.
Alana Smith

GIVEAWAY:
We’ve got TWO copies to give away
to readers.
To enter just tell us why you love Guided
Relaxation. Winners will be published in the
next issue of the International Light. Send
your answer along with your full name and
address to: editor@iyta.com.au
Terms and conditions: Competition begins Thursday,
September 30 ends midnight October 31, 2021. Only
open to residents of Australia (sorry unable to post to
international addresses), and only open to people aged
over 18. One entry per person. And only open to full IYTA
members. This is a competition of skill and winners will be
notified by November 1.
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CLASS OF 2001

Back row: ?, Lisa Clisby, Denice Finnegan, Tracey Findlay, Kristine Edwards, Simone Stolmack, Elizabeth Farrar,
Muriel Heath, Sandra Bolack, Robin Barnett, Ros Fogg, Sharon Kirchner, Lyn Krivohlary, Valerie Penman.
Next row: Merle Eltink, Julie Wattus, Megan Brew, Melissa Tate, Katie Scoltock, Jenny Lowe, Moina Bower
Next row: Julie Nixon, Lydia Dyhin, Gloria Hall, Victoria Waldron-Hahn, Lisa Edgerton, Valerie Hamilton, Mike Kovacevic
Front: Veronica Strudwick, Ken Lidden and Muriel Corcoran

CLASS OF 2001 –
20 YEARS ON!

The IYTA’s Diploma of Yoga is a life changing year of study – but the
ripples of change continue years after graduation – we caught up
with the Class of 2001 – to find out where they are now
BY KATIE BROWN
IT’S BEEN TWENTY YEARS since I graduated from
the IYTA Diploma of Yoga Teaching. In those days
our lectures were recorded on cassettes and we
met once a month at the Greenwich Community
Centre.
There was no such thing as online lectures and
our assignments were submitted each month by
hand.
We had the likes of willowy Sophia Brandjes, Mary
Jolin, Merle Eltink and Moina Bower teaching and
keeping us in line! All of whom are sadly no longer
with us. We were also lucky to have such amazing
lecturers as Wendy Batchelor, Vi Faure-Brac, Verna
Gilbert and countless others. It’s always been a
ground-breaking course which continues to evolve
and improve thanks to the dedication of the IYTA
lecturers and staff.
16 International Light

When I enrolled in the course I had only recently
emigrated to Australia from the UK, I was working
full-time as a magazine editor, my three kids were
not even a twinkle in my eye and even my name
was different - I was known by my maiden name
of Katie Scoltock.
I did the course to help me balance the stress of
weekly magazine deadlines – I didn’t intend or
expect to teach. But now it’s become my life’s
passion.
So this year, I vowed to contact as many of my
former yogi classmates as I could to find out how
the IYTA Diploma of Yoga teaching changed their
lives, if they are still teaching yoga and any other
gems of wisdom they would like to share.
Sadly I didn’t manage to find everyone, so if you
are reading this and would like to get in touch –
please do!
There’s a photo from our Graduation in early 2001
and another from our residential.

WORLD CLASS YOGA TEACHER TRAINING - More than just the asana

Sandra Bolack

I’d always enjoyed yoga and when my yoga teacher Maurie Earls suggested I do the IYTA
yoga teacher training I was very excited and grateful. I completed the training and began
teaching soon after. I already had a BEd and MEd as well as a Diploma of Teaching so I was
comfortable with being in front of a class. I taught in the IYTA discipline for a while and then
went on to study in the Iyengar tradition. I qualified as an Iyengar teacher and have taught
in that style for many years. I was part of the faculty that developed the Pre-Natal Diploma.
My role was to guide the development of the curriculum. In my other life I’ve worked
nationally and internationally as a nurse. Following further education I worked for many
years in nurse education and management.

Ken Lidden

Twenty plus years ago my teacher Leah Nicols invited me to take the IYTA Teacher Training.
I said no in 1998, but with her words: ‘Ken, you have more to offer than you think,’ I enrolled
for the 2000 Training. What Leah saw all those years ago I continue to discover and evolve.
Now twenty years later I own ABT Yoga, just north of Boston, USA. These last 18 months with
Covid amongst other things have been challenging.
The IYTA and Leah set me on a journey. Practising Yoga and Meditation impact my life in
every way. They give me the tools to smile more at myself, and the ever-changing world
around me. Nothing lasts. Aum shanti.

Simone Stolmack

My mother, Margaret taught yoga (she still teaches and is 76!) and had completed the IYTA
course, so she inspired me to enrol. I did practice yoga for a while when we finished but then
uni took over and I just didn’t get time to teach again. I do practice yoga although through
lockdown I’ve been slack as I’m not in a routine yet. I am now a TCM practitioner, practicing
in my own clinic, I’m also a doula and HypnoBirthing practitioner.

Julie Nixon

In the 1960’s my aunt first sparked my interest in yoga. I was a child then and I tried doing
the yoga poses that she did. I went to my first yoga class when I was 19 and was hooked.
I trained as a high school teacher and teaching yoga was always a thought in the back of
my mind which I was eventually able to act on. IYTA was the only choice as my aunt was a
student of Roma Blair.
The course was thorough and enlightening and it was enjoyable meeting so many likeminded people. I enjoyed my yoga teaching years, including teaching teenage students at a
school and community centres but I am now retired as a teacher due to health reasons.
I still go to yoga classes as a student. I also use my yoga knowledge in my current work with
children who have learning disabilities and in my work with refugees. Yoga principles stay
with you for life.
SPRING 2021 17
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Valerie Hamilton

I chose IYTA because of its reputation in Australia and also overseas. The course was
designed in modules over a 12-18 month period which suited me well. I had already been
practising yoga and meditation for more than twenty years so my yogic philosophy was
already in place. However becoming a yoga teacher then gave me the tools to influence
others and bring about internal and external changes in their lives.
For the last seven years I was employed as a full time academic at Griffith University so I
withdrew from teaching yoga but maintained a yoga practice. Recently I’ve retired to the
Gold Coast and started my own yoga business again focusing on pregnancy, birth and
beyond.

Victoria Waldron-Hahn

I did the course because I wanted to learn more about yoga. At the time it was an easy
decision to study with IYTA because back then there weren’t many yoga teacher training
schools! But I loved the course and continue to love the IYTA.
I was working as a Clown Doctor at the time and didn’t intend to teach, but after I
graduated, I inherited a yoga studio in Campbelltown from Mark Breadner. I went from not
really intending teaching to running a studio! Sadly, a series of injuries led me to have to
give up the studio after two-and-a-half years, so I had a break from teaching. It was my
yoga studies from the course that really helped me on my recovery journey.
The experience has led me to specialise in teaching yoga to people with injuries, chronic
pain, anxiety, and depression. I do teach for the able bodied as well and chair yoga. While
we are in lockdown, I’m in a bit of a holding pattern. I’m teaching online classes, and using
this time as an extended retreat to work on my meditation and yoga practice!

Kristine Edwards

I was working as a physiotherapist and had a strong Iyengar background when I enrolled on
the IYTA course.
I liked the philosophy and accepting approach of the IYTA. After graduating I taught the
anatomy and physiology on the course for a couple of years then I did Pilates Training and
set up my own studio in Abbotsford till 2004. For the last twenty years I’ve been specialising
in animal physiotherapy and I’ve even taught Doga classes. I use the class to teach people
how to massage and stretch their dogs which is part of canine rehabilitation. I’ve needed
surgery over the past six years so have had a break from teaching yoga, but I’m about to
teach again. I think the surgeries will have made me a better teacher.

Denice Finnegan

I did the IYTA course because it was flexible enough for me to do it by distance. This was crucial to me completing the course as my
father became ill and I was travelling and living down the south coast.
The course set me up for further studies, because once I’d finished it I realised how little I knew!
I went on to establish and run a yoga studio from home with my partner (also IYTA trained), which is still running today!
Through all the seismic upsets of Covid, we’ve morphed our studio yoga school into an online yoga school.
Twenty years on - well there is no way I could have imagined this was where I’d be. In the early years it was hand- drawn, photocopied
leaflets that we letterbox dropped ourselves. Our studio was in a little fibro house with just a few students.
Now- well let me just say, the most used part of my body is my right forefinger - texting & typing & peering at a screen make up a
large part of my day. We’re expanding into online courses, and improving our ‘yoga performance’ techniques. But, as they say, it’s a
journey. And like most journeys, you usually end up in a very different place from where you started.
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Lydia Dyhin

I had been practising yoga and meditation since my uni days in a really dedicated way
(decades) with a secret wish that whole time - to teach it. After our move to Sydney, I picked
up a flyer (remember those?) that talked about Yoga Teacher Training with IYTA. The word
‘International’ stuck in my mind - I wanted a qualification I could use anywhere in the world
plus the training was local to me! It seemed like the perfect opportunity to study, to share my
passion, dedication and love for yoga/meditation-it meant starting from scratch but it took me
on a journey I never envisaged.
The IYTA Course was comprehensive and all-encompassing. I just loved the content, the inspiration, the camaraderie and yes, even
those assignments! The Course took me to so many places-starting with my own Studio at home, to a multi-award winning Yoga/
Meditation Studio and Natural Therapy Clinic, to IYTA Committees, to being invited as a Teacher Trainer and Strategic Planning
Committee facilitator for IYTA, to mentoring new students, to Board membership of Meditation Australia and to facilitating the TT
Course both locally and for Correspondence students for six years! The Course was the doorway to an ever-expansive journey of delight,
joy, fulfillment and friendship.
I have continued to teach meditation and took the opportunity to complete a Mindfulness Teacher Training as well as a Mindfulness
Life Coach Certification-plus I’ve been dipping my toe into social media which I’ve been resisting for so long!
The IYTA TT Course has been the backbone to my being able to move forward with this and it is without doubt, one of the best
decisions I have ever made.

Jen Lowe

I’m still teaching and had my twenty year anniversary of teaching at Leichhardt Aquatic Centre
last year. I’m teaching five classes a week and one Zoom class. And loving the yoga even more.
My first yoga experiences were in my early teens - back in the 60s - doing postures on the
lounge room floor while watching Roma Blair and Swami Saraswati on television. It was the
IYTA teacher training course in 2000 that cemented yoga’s place as integral to my journey
from then on.
The abundance and diversity of positives that stem from yoga - energy, focus, wellbeing, flexibility, strength, tenacity, feeling
grounded, a capacity for calm - all these blessings permeate every aspect of my life.
I’ve been teaching yoga continuously since the course in 2000, but have also renewed my musical path. Yoga helped me move beyond
issues like shyness, stage fright and performance anxiety to become an accomplished musician. I sing and play ukulele and have
performed and taught music in many venues in Australia and overseas. Sharing the love of both yoga and music makes for a joyful life,
a life rich with purpose and meaning. No path is without its challenges - a notable one for me is the ongoing struggle with skin cancer.
I’ve undergone many surgeries - often drawing heavily on slower deeper breathing and mindfulness practices. Being a yoga teacher
through it all - the ups and the downs - sustains my optimistic outlook and unceasing attitude of gratitude. The IYTA motto, ‘Yoga is for
Every Body,’ has been a beacon for my teaching journey. Empowered by the IYTA emphasis on ‘modification,’ I do my best to make yoga
accessible for every person present, irrespective of age, experience, level of skill etc. What could be more fulfilling than extending to
others the wealth of benefits - the profound gifts - that are there in the teachings of yoga?

Ros Fogg

I came to yoga after being widowed at a young age with two children. After my husband passed
away, I completed a TAFE course in Fashion Principle and Design. I did not see this as a career
path. However, around that time my life was changing, I re-married and shortly after started to
attend a yoga class run by an IYTA teacher, Leah Nicol. Ken Lidden also attended the same class.
Practising yoga really helped my mental and emotional health. I felt a sense of peace, calm
and contentment that I had not experienced for a very long time. Knowing what yoga
had given me, I felt that it was something that I wanted to share with others. With Leah’s
encouragement I enrolled in the IYTA teacher training course, which was challenging but very
rewarding. Part of my journey was joining the IYTA NSW committee for five years. I have been
teaching for 20 years but because of Covid I stopped teaching in February and will resume
when we get through the current pandemic.
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CLASS OF 2001

Andrea Freeman – correspondent student

Margaret Willcocks was my yoga teacher, at that time the WA State Rep for IYTA. She knew how much I loved yoga and after class we
walked towards each other and she suggested I did the course. A meant-to-be moment.
It’s quite surreal that it’s been twenty years!! I hardly believe I have been teaching more than five classes a week over that time!
I dived straight in after the TTC. Yoga Bliss was born about 15 years ago after teaching at high schools, community centres and a few
studios. I feel very blessed to have shared so much with so many over the years. Currently teaching seven weekly classes, including yin
yoga. Always learning, always a student.

Sharon Kirchner

Sharon taught yoga for 15 years and studied yoga for most of her adult life. Shortly after finishing the
manuscript for her book: The Gentle Art of Yoga in 2015, she was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer
and passed away two years later. Her former students, friends and relatives published her book
posthumously as a tribute to her and her vast knowledge so that it was not completely lost to the
world. Sharon’s book is available via Book Depository.
Her son Stephen, kindly agreed for us to print this update.

And from one of our lecturers, Wendy Batchelor:

Wendy graduated from the IYTA’s Diploma of Yoga Teaching course in 1979 – back then it was run over two years with one weekend a
month and a residential. A year later she began lecturing on the course – and continued for more than 30 years. She remembers the
Class of 2001 as an “exceptional year!”. She says: “The group gelled and they fed each other in their learning process and that’s such a
joy for the person teaching - making it a rich environment to be part of.”
Wendy has taken a pause from teaching during Covid and is on Sydney’s Northern Beaches.

If you were on our course, please contact us as we are
organizing a Zoom reunion. Email: vicepresident@iyta.com.au
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PULL OUT
SECTION

Notice of Annual General Meeting of the
International Yoga Teachers Association (IYTA)
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting
will be held on: Sunday, October 24
From: 2pm – 4pm
Live via Zoom
Please note that sadly this year our annual retreat has been cancelled due
to Covid restrictions and uncertainty about lockdown dates easing.
Our apologies. We hope you will be able to join us for our Live Zoom AGM.

A N N U A L G E N E R A L M E E T I N G – I Y TA

BUSINESS
1.	To confirm the minutes of the 2020 Annual
General Meeting
2.	To receive, from the committee, reports/
presentations of the activities of the
Association during the preceding financial
year and objectives for the upcoming year.
3.	To elect office-bearers of the Association and
the general members of the committee:
• President
• Vice President
• Treasurer
• Secretary
• Five General Members
Only FULL members are eligible to be elected as
office bearers or general members.
» Click here to download Nomination Form

ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS
AND GENERAL COMMITTEE
1.	Any two Full Members of the
association are able to nominate any
other Full Member to serve as an Office
Bearer (President, Vice President, Treasurer,
or Secretary) or to serve as one of five
General Committee Members.
2.	The nomination form should be completed
and signed my the nominee, proposer
and seconder, and be delivered to the
Secretariat, not later than Wednesday
October 20 (email is preferable to
secretary@iyta.com.au). Nominations close
at 5pm on Wednesday 20th October.
3.

Current Office Bearers are:
• President: Astrid Pickup
• Vice President: Katie Brown
• Treasurer: Sarah (Surya) Tetlow
• Secretary: vacant
4. Current General Members are:
• Deb Collie
• Alyssa Bird
• Alex Cogley
• Alana Smith
• Amber Phipps
All positions will be declared vacant at the
Annual General Meeting. The International
Yoga Teachers Association welcomes
members interested in becoming more
actively involved.
Kind regards,

Astrid Pickup
Astrid Pickup
President - IYTA COM

A N N U A L G E N E R A L M E E T I N G – I Y TA

Election of Committee Officers and Members
NOMINATION FORM
Regd No Y11409-02 ARBN 062 341 600

• O
 nly current full members (teaching or non-teaching) of the Association are
eligible to make or accept a nomination.
• A
 nomination for a position on the Committee of Management (COM) must be
seconded by a member who is not the nominee.
• A
 Nominee for a position on the COM must accept the nomination by signing
where indicated below.
• P
 lease submit the completed form to secretary@iyta.com.au
no later than October 20th.

I 			

Membership No.

(please print your name)

wish to nominate:		
(please print name of nominee)
		
for the position of:		
(President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary, Committee Member)
		
for the year:		
Your signature:		
Accepted		
(Signature of nominee)
		
Seconded by:		
(please print name)
		
Signature:		

FA R E W E L L

Farewell
Alyssa
If you’ve attended one of our many
classes, workshops or post-graduate
trainings you would have met our
wonderful Events Manager, Alyssa
Bird. Sadly, Alyssa is returning to New
Zealand.
Here she talks about her time in the
job and what’s involved.
Q: When did you start this role?
I started in this role at the beginning of 2020. The
opportunity came along shortly after my youngest
child started preschool and I had just graduated
from the IYTA teaching diploma. The role offered
the flexibility I required as a mum to 3 young kids
and revolved around something I’m passionate
about: yoga!! It was a perfect opportunity at the
right time!
Q: what have been some of the
highlights of the job?
I have loved working with the group of wonderful
people at the IYTA who share my passion and
being part of this wonderful community. It’s been
amazing to connect with IYTA members who
both present and attend the workshops that we
run. It’s great to see familiar faces each month
on Zoom and I have learnt so much from each
workshop!
Q: what have you learnt while doing the role?
Has it helped you as a yoga teacher and/or
with your own yoga practice?
As the frequent monthly workshops were a
new thing that I instigated after starting in the
role, it has been a learning process in finding
the best way to do this, with lots of tweaking
along the way to find the most efficient and
professional way to deliver them. This is still an
ongoing learning process and we’ve had plenty
of technological difficulties along the way that
have helped direct us to better ways to do it. From
every workshop I have gained something that I
have taken in to my own personal practice and
everyday life.
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Q: why are you leaving and will you still be
involved with IYTA in any capacity?
We are relocating back to NZ which is where I
am from, I will remain a member of the IYTA and
I definitely plan on attending some of the online
workshops that we have in the pipeline for next
year!! There is an IYTA in NZ so I hope to connect
with them too.
Q: what advice would you give to anyone
thinking of taking on the job?
Enjoy! It’s a great role and a great organisation
to be a part of with a wonderful and supportive
committee.
This role includes:
• Liaising with the lecturers in setting up the
courses,
• Taking enrolments and being the point of
contact for each course
• Ensuring participants have all the information
required
• Helping students navigate the IYTA online
learning platform.
Alyssa also organises a couple of workshops or
events every month throughout the year (mostly
on Zoom due to Covid), connecting with potential
presenters and setting dates and times on various
yoga-related subjects. So far, we have covered
subjects as varied as Swara yoga, Samkhya
philosophy, Ayurveda, Yoga for Menopause and
Kids Yoga!
Could you be our new Post Grad Course and
Events Manager? This is a paid role and involves
some weekend work. To apply and find out more
please email: vicepresident@iyta.com.au

FROM STUDENT
TO TEACHER
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Tanya Clark graduated from the IYTA’s
Diploma of Yoga Teaching last year –
here she tells her journey and shares her tips…
THAT REFRESHED, revitalised feeling that comes
from moving and breathing – that is what drew
me to clicking the submit button and enrolling in
yoga teacher training (YTT).
But the gasping feeling - ‘Eek, have I done the
right thing?’ – that followed tugged at my nerves.
That was a fair chunk of change and a significant
commitment of time and energy!
And then I opened the first pages of our
pranayama and meditation reading and felt like I
was stumbling over every second word, and that
was not just the Sanskrit! What had I done indeed?
Something had drawn me to this though.
I wanted to dig deeper and understand how
and why the seemingly simple process of
moving my body around the mat (sometimes)
in time with my breath could make such a
difference to my mood, health and general
wellbeing – and well, frankly, why some of
my classes left me feeling like I had been on
a magical carpet ride and others could leave

me feeling flattened and flummoxed.
Clicking that submit button also turned out to
be one of the best timed decisions I had ever
made. Not only did I learn so much more about
yoga but my YTT took place over 2020.
Face-to-face and online, we all – teachers and my
fellow students – kept each other going through
all that change and uncertainty.
Today I happily stand up in front of my classes and
comfortably move them around their mats.
I had not started YTT planning to teach,
although perhaps somewhere deep in my
imagination I quietly dreamed of miraculously
guiding a crowded room full of mats and
people. But there was never any conscious
acceptance or planning around the many –
many, many – steps I would need to take to
get myself to where I am today. In case you
might be walking along the same path, I humbly
offer a few tips that I have picked up along
the way.
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TANYA’S
TIPS

#1: Teach whoever,
whenever, whatever. Try
volunteering teaching with
anyone who will let you –
friends, family, community
groups; try dropping a note
to your neighbours offering
them a free class.
#2: Do not give up – there will be frustration and
dead-ends, but all it takes is one person to say yes
and you have your foot in the door.
#3: As you get closer to graduation, do set an
intention to teach in the real world – even if it
is not something you intend to do long term.
My personal knowledge and understanding has
expanded by leaps and bounds as I have put my
learning into practice.
#4: Be ready. As soon as you possibly can, get
your ducks in a row:
• Have a yoga teacher resume drafted, Google offers
some great examples.
- Make sure to note every bit of teaching
experience you have on the resume, and
add to it any chance you get. Experience
is usually the first thing asked for (which
is another reason why #1 is so vital)
- Add any Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) courses you might
do to your resume, it shows an ongoing
commitment to learning and growing,
and some of the titles can look rather
impressive
• Work out the best insurance for you and sign up
for it
• Memorise one class back to front. This will be your
go-to class and something you can always fall
back on if you stumble and forget what you were
planning on teaching
• Make sure you have completed your first aid and
CPR training
• Keep all relevant certificates in a handy computer
folder alongside your yoga resume
• Have enough identity documents available (you
will usually need at least four):
- Many community groups and charities
need to do police checks
- Some roles require a Working with
Children Check or even an NDIS working
clearance.
It may be that you land jobs without using any
or most of this paperwork, I have, but I have also
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needed every last thing on this list. The key is
to be ready.
#5: Find another teaching opportunity and
just keep on going. Chat with neighbours,
mention you have started teaching at the
local shops, the hairdressers, to whomsoever
might be interested or who might pass the
information on. At this point, I found it best
not to focus on money and what I might be
paid. My goal was to learn and practise my
skills.
#6: Try not to feel too nervous. Remember
the majority of students will not know if you
forgot to mention a queue or missed a pose.
The best advice I got is, ‘Just be you, your
people will find you’.
#7: Contemplate the power of social media
– Instagram, Facebook, your own website.
Work out the good ways to communicate and
build your yoga community.
#8: Locate potential spaces which you
might be able to use for classes – community
centres, RSLs, senior centres, scout halls. Ask
around and see what deals you might be
able to land. Perhaps you can offer a free
community class?
#9: Build up a network with your fellow
graduates and lean on each other. Share
knowledge and even class notes, if possible.
Build up your portfolio of classes and
relaxations. Our year shared our relaxation
assignments so now we have a pool to work
off. Keep up the study, the reading, your
own practice. Meet with other teachers. IYTA
often holds get togethers and offers graduate
training opportunities.
#10: Get even more teaching opportunities.
Ask around. Ask at studios, ask anywhere.
What about teaching outside? Would that be
feasible? Can you create your own class and
find students by advertising the old-fashioned
way – notices on noticeboards, posters and
leaflets at the supermarket, local hairdressers?
Use social media – join groups where there
might be people in your local community who
might be interested in what you have to offer.
Contribute to those groups.

Tanya’s yoga website can be found at
https://ynqyry.com and on Facebook
at Ynqyry.Mindfulness.Yoga.
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TRIBUTE

Remembering Betsy
One of our favourite articles from recent issues of the International Light was
written by IYTA member, Dr Betsy Williams about the yoga classes she ran “In
The Shed” for women in rural South Australia. Sadly, Betsy passed away
recently. We spoke with her partner Ralph Jones about her fascinating life.

“Betsy decided as a young girl she was going to
become a doctor and help the disadvantaged
people in Africa. And against all the odds she did!
She impressed adults around her so much she
was encouraged to sit for a scholarship to a
private school and went on to do her medical
training in Canada.
Shortly after graduating she was in Africa running
a hospital (the senior doctor suddenly became ill
a month after she arrived and was flown out to
Europe so she was on her own). She eventually
spent a total of about 4-5 years, between stints
back in Canada, working in numerous African
countries; Ghana during a civil war, Ethiopia
during the famine and Mozambique during
another civil war. Her courage and determination
to do the best for her patients was extraordinary.
She was once arrested by the Ghana military while
out on a walk and thrown into the back of a truck
with many others. She escaped by jumping out
of the truck when it slowed for a corner and hid
in bushes at the side of the road; then had a 10
km walk back through the African bush to the aid
compound!
While in Mozambique the primary issue for
people was lack of food so she would load up a
Hilux Ute with nurses to help with clinics in the
country but also buy sacks of grain to feed people.
She then had to run the gauntlet of child soldiers
at roadblocks wanting to take the food from her.
Remano (The Mozambican National Resistance)
was a constant threat and if the ute had ever
broken down they would have been at the mercy
of Remano who took over the countryside at
night.
She also worked with Doctors Without Borders
in South America, remote communities in the
Canadian Arctic and eventually came to Australia
twenty years ago after seeing an advert in a
medical magazine saying: Why not treat snake
bite rather than frost bite! She was looking for
somewhere warmer!
In Australia she has largely worked as a GP in
many communities across the Eyre Peninsula,
but also spent eight years with the Royal Flying
Doctor Service, and as a consultant for the mine
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site where I worked. More recently working in
Aboriginal health services.
She has also had more than a decade long
association as a volunteer with children’s aid
organisations in Cambodia; particularly The Green
Gecko Project spending her annual leave each
year in Cambodia teaching medical and life skills
to the kids, and acting as a consultant.
Ten months ago Betsy was diagnosed with a rare,
aggressive cancer and died at 66 years old. The
cancer was not related to lifestyle factors (the
oncologist said “just bad luck”) but because she
was so fit and healthy her symptoms were masked
so was not diagnosed until it had widely spread.
Betsy’s yoga career
Betsy’s focus in life was to help people live well
and healthily and she lived her life providing a
healthy living example. She maintained a daily
yoga practice to keep fit and strong, to feel good
and energised each day. She loved it.  
She was fun, enthusiastic and taught at the level
of the students in her class. Everyone felt included
and able to participate. She was loved.
She always went the extra distance helping
people so being able to teach yoga was part of
a holistic approach to medicine. She was fun,
motivational and adaptive, people loved coming
to the sessions no matter what their skill level
was. Betsy tells the story she nearly failed the
course because her stick drawings were so bad
the instructors were not sure what they were
depicting!! A lot of people benefited from her
graduating!
Betsy was a citizen of the world and the
world belonged to Betsy. People from around
the world Zoomed her service. I’m missing
her dreadfully, but so are many others. In
recognition of her extraordinary life’s work in
medicine she was awarded an AM, a Member
of the Order of Australia in the month before
she died.”
Thanks to Ralph for this wonderful
information for this article.

WORLD CLASS YOGA TEACHER TRAINING - More than just the asana
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YOGA
CROSSWORD

BY HEDY STAHEL

the answers for the crossword are on page 33

Across

Down

1 	 Visitor to Bhutan see Autumn IL (7,8)

2 Firmest (7)

11 Wading bird (5)

4 Resistances (11)

13 Primarily Italian staple (5)
14 State of being unified (7)
15 Departing (7)
17 Well known (5)
18 Toss, fling (5)
19 Cards used for fortune telling (5)

5 Stand by (4)
6 2018 Film directed by Nia DaCosta (6, 5)
7 Insert (in a body) (7)
8 More mouldy in odour (7)
9 Unite again (9)
10 Aiming (9)
16 Stupid person (6)
21 Of poor quality (6)
22 Branch of yoga (5)
24 Fiery particle thrown from a fire (5)

20 Intercept (5)

25 Salad vegetable (6)

23 Surpass (5)
24 Strict (5)
26 Wagon; haul (4)
27 Nasal cavity (5)
28 Totals (4)
31 No.1 Female Tennis player (3, 5)
33 Male 31 across (8)
36 Supreme Egyptian deity (2)
37 Alert Posture (11)
39 Not off (2)
40 Stance, assumption (7)
42 Home Country of 33 across (6)
45 Chest to leg extension pose (15)

30 International Light

29 Yodha (meaning) (7)
30 Impropriety (7)
32 Grabbed (5)
34 Fair (4)
35 Halt (4)
37 Wrongdoing (3)
38 What we inhale (3)
41 Irish Republican Army (abbr) (3)
43 A receptacle for rubbish (3)
44 Not out (2)
The highlighted letters give 1 Across’
sign off (5,5,6) - check Autumn IL
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12 Tip (5)

3 Remould a tyre (7)
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19 Cards used for fortune telling (5)

33 Male 31 across (8

11 Wading bird (5)

20 Intercept (5)

36 Supreme Egyptia

12 Tip (5)

23 Surpass (5)

37 Alert Posture (11)

13 Primarily Italian staple (5)

24 Strict (5)

14 State of being unified (7)

26 Wagon; haul (4)

15 Departing (7)

27 Nasal cavity (5)

Not off (2)
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40 Stance, assumpti

42 Home Country of

BUSH BITES COMPETITION WINNER

ANIMAL ANTICS
Here is a little routine for yogi tweens – put together
by eight-year-old Ava Pallpratt.
When Ava read her mum Alexi’s
issue of the International Light she
decided to enter our Bush Bites
competition and came up with five
Aussie animal inspired yoga poses.
Ava’s efforts were rewarded when
she was announced as our winner –
receiving six boxes of the delicious
plant-based snack.
Ava said: ‘I thought of animals I
knew that I could create some great
fun yoga shapes from and tried to
do some Australian animals too.’
Koalas are Ava’s favourite
antipodean animal because they
are so fluffy and cute!
She says:

‘I sometimes do yoga with
Mum because it’s relaxing
and I love to stretch to help
me with my dancing
flexibility as well.’
If you’ve got children or teach yoga
for kids, then enjoy Ava’s Animal
Yoga routine!
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WORLD CLASS YOGA TEACHER TRAINING - More than just the asana

Pose #1
Jump like a
kangaroo

Pose #2
Then balance like a tiger

Pose #4
Have fun –
monkeying around

Pose #3
Get down low – like
a tippy toe frog

If you would like to try Bush Bites then
you can take advantage of an IYTA offer for
20 per cent off your first order.
Visit foodunited.comau and enter the
codeword: LIGHT20
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Pose #5
Then become
grounded like a
wombat
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HAPPENINGS

What’s on

Get the diary out and keep the date free for our
IYTA workshops and classes

DYT OPEN DAYS FOR 2022*
When: 	Sunday, October 10
Saturday, November 13
Where:	
These events are planned face-to-face
but will switch to online if restrictions
are in place.
Cost: 	FREE
Discover just why our IYTA Diploma of Yoga
Teaching course is so highly regarded at this
informative session.
Please let your students know about this
and don’t forget about our $200 voucher
towards this course (see page 2).

IYTA SANGHA: COMMUNITY
CONNECTION FOR CHRISTMAS
Join Sharron Williams and Katie Brown
When: 	Monday, December 13
Time:
1-2pm
Cost: 	Free Zoom online event
Includes a Guided Relaxation for Summer

RESTORATIVE YOGA – MELBOURNE*
Face-to-face with Katie Brown
When: 	January 29 and 30, 2022
Time:
9am – 5pm
Where: 	Green Monday Studios,
73 Grattan St, Carlton
Our popular Meditation and Pranayama course
is available to book online – at any time.
*Please note the face-to-face events may be
affected by Covid safety restrictions

TWO OPPORTUNITIES TO
WORK WITH THE IYTA
Events Manager – please see page 24
Secretary – please apply via our website.

For this and all our IYTA events and
courses please visit: iyta.com.au
To advertise your produce, workshop or
retreat in the International Light magazine
please email: editor@iyta.com.au
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PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR IYTA
ONLINE LUNCH AND LEARN SESSIONS

INTERNATIONAL YOGA
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
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Mary Shellens
international@iyta.com.au
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Yoga Happenings A short paragraph may be
submitted by members.
Book & CD Review Reviews by readers are always
welcome. Members may also submit
books and CDs for review.
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www.yoga-king.com

Mind, Body & Soul
are the Tripods of Life.
The world is sustained
by their combinations.
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